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 Political Developments 

1. Public Defender Urges President to Pardon TV Chief 

On June 8, the Public Defender’s Office of Georgia urged President Salome Zurabishvili to pardon 

imprisoned Mtavari Arkhi TV chief Nika Gvaramia after conducting a detailed study of the case. 

In the findings, published on June 8, the Public Defender emphasized that Gvaramia should be 

pardoned as the verdict represents a “gross violation of the principles of legality enshrined in 

constitutional, national, and international law.” 

The document concluded that the judgment against Gvaramia is “unfounded” because of the “extreme 

scarcity in the consistency” within the legal reasoning and analysis in the case (Ombudsman.ge, June 8, 

2022). 

 Economy and Social Affairs 

2. World Bank: Georgian economy to grow 5.5% in 2022 and 2023, 5% in 2024 

The Georgian economy is projected to grow 5.5 percent in 2022 and next year, followed by a 5 percent 

growth in 2024, the June edition of the World Bank’s Global Economic Prospects report has said. 

“The Georgian economy has shown resilience to the economic shock induced by the Russian invasion of 

Ukraine so far, with the growth forecast for 2022 upgraded to 5.5 percent from 2.5 percent forecast in 

March. The resilience is driven by the strength of the services sector, particularly in tourism, with a strong 

recovery in the year through May," the report says (WorldBank.org, June 8, 2022). 

3. Spain, UK, Turkey Georgia’s top investing countries in Q1 2022 

On June 9, National Statistics Office of Georgia published data about investments in Georgia, according 

to which Spain with $196.1 million, the United Kingdom with $87.2 million, and Turkey with $67.1 million 

were the countries that invested most heavily in Georgia in the first quarter of 2022. 

In total, foreign direct investments in the country amounted to $568.2 million in the first quarter of 2022, 

which is four times higher compared to the same period of the previous year (geostat.ge, June 9, 2022). 

4. Georgia’s Foreign Trade Up 37% in January-May 

On June 13 the National Statistics Office (Geostat) released preliminary estimates of Georgia’s foreign 

trade turnover which reportedly amounted SD 6.9 billion between January-May 2022 – a 37% increase as 

compared to the same period last year. 

Exports grew by 36.2% to USD 2.1 billion, while imports increased by 37.3% to USD 4.8 billion. The trade 

deficit between January-May was USD 2.7 billion, amounting to 39.5% of the trade turnover (Geostat.ge, 

June 13, 2022). 

5. Georgian Govt Receives 7.73% of Borjomi Shares 

On June 13, Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili announced the Georgian Government will 

receive shares in IDS Borjomi International, the company producing Georgia’s iconic mineral water, free 

of charge. 

The deal means sanctions-hit Russian ownership will no longer possess the company’s majority shares, 

which should pave the way to the normal functioning of Borjomi bottling factories, disrupted since late 

April. 

“Our state will become the co-owner of the Borjomi factory, our national treasure [and] pride,” PM 

Garibashvili noted at the government meeting (Government of Georgia, June 13, 2022). 

 Occupied Territories 

6. UN General Assembly Passes Georgia IDP Resolution 

On June 8, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution reiterating the right of return of 

all displaced persons and refugees to Georgia’s Abkhazia and Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia by a vote 

of 95 in favor, including all 27 Member States of the European Union, 12 against, and 56 abstentions. 

Alongside Georgia, which has initiated the resolution since 2008, it was co-sponsored by 60 other states 

(UN.ORG, June 8, 2022). 

7. Tskhinvali Slams UN Resolution, Claims Kazbegi Occupied by Tbilisi 

https://ombudsman.ge/res/docs/2022060723090639604.pdf
https://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/global-economic-prospects
https://www.geostat.ge/media/46206/Foreign-Direct-Investments-Q1-2022-%28Preliminary%29.pdf
https://www.geostat.ge/media/46310/External-Merchandise-Trade-of-Georgia-in-January-May-2022.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=338479785103575
https://www.un.org/press/en/2021/ga12338.doc.htm
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On June 9, Russian-occupied Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia’s “foreign ministry” has accused Georgia 

of occupying the mountainous Kazbegi municipality, after condemning the June 8 UN resolution which 

reiterated the right of hundreds of thousands of displaced persons and refugees, mainly ethnic 

Georgians, to return to Abkhazia and South Ossetia regions. 

“The reality lies in the fact that Georgia has actually occupied the original Ossetian lands – the so-called 

Kazbegi region, where there is a massive violation of human rights,” the foreign ministry claimed as 

reported by Tskhinvali-based RES news agency. 

It also alleged that it was Ossetian refugees, that fled Georgia in the 1990s “in search of salvation from 

ethnic cleansing and aggression of Georgia, whose fate is of little concern to the collective West.” 

Condemning the resolution, it said the document showed “an exclusively one-sided politically biased 

approach that has nothing to do with the true state of affairs and concern for the fate of refugees.” 

It expressed its regrets that “the once authoritative international organization has been turning into a 

platform for ‘select few’ states and serves only to achieve their political goals.” (Cominf.org, June 9, 2022) 

8. Moscow to host consultations on the issue of a referendum on the unification of the 

Republic of South Ossetia and the Russian Federation 

On June 14, Moscow will host the delegation of the Republic of South Ossetia headed by the President 

of the Republic of South Ossetia Alan Gagloev for consultations on the issue of a referendum on the 

unification of the Republic of South Ossetia and the Russian Federation (presidentrou.org, June 13, 2022).  

Security & Foreign Policy 
9. New EU Ambassador to Georgia Nominated 

On June 8, EU High Representative Josep Borrell has nominated Pawel Herczynski as the new Head of 

the European Union Delegation to Georgia. 

Herczynski is currently EEAS Managing Director for Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP) and 

Crisis Response and also served as Director for Security and Defense Policy in the EEAS. Earlier, he worked 

as Ambassador of Poland to the Political and Security Committee (PSC). 

Per his official biography, along with his native Polish, the diplomat speaks English, Spanish, German, 

French, and Russian. 

Herczynski is set to replace Carl Hartzell, who has been serving the post since September 2018 (Europa.eu, 

June 8, 2022). 

10. European Greens Back EU Candidate Status for Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine 

On June 5, European Green Party  adopted a resolution against Russian aggression in Ukraine which 

also called on the European Union to grant candidate status to Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia. 

“The people of Ukraine fight for the future of a democratic, free Ukraine. It is on the EU institutions to 

work towards granting EU candidate status to Ukraine and intensify its efforts to proceed with the 

integration into the EU single market as soon as possible,” stated the resolution, adopted during the 

party’s June 3-5 Council meeting in Riga (europeangreens.eu, June 5, 2022),. 

11. Georgia’s President concludes Italy Visit 

On June 8, President Salome Zourabichvili has concluded visit to Italy by meeting with Italian Prime 

Minister Mario Draghi, as well as President of the Senate Elisabetta Casellati, and President of the 

Chamber of Deputies Roberto Fico. 

“Italy has long supported and will continue to back Georgia’s territorial integrity and European 

integration path,” President Zourabichvili tweeted after meeting with PM Draghi. 

The Georgian President also thanked the Italian Prime Minister for “his strong, categorical words of 

support.” 

MP Beka Odisharia, a member of the Friendship Group with the Italian Parliament, who accompanied 

the President on her trip, said during the meetings with Italian lawmakers Salome Zourabichvili 

reiterated the wish of the Georgian people and government “to return to the European family.” (Civil.ge, 

June 8, 2022) 

12. Georgian President Meets EU’s Michel 

https://cominf.org/en/node/1166544031
https://presidentruo.org/v-moskve-projdut-konsultacii-po-voprosu-referenduma-ob-obedinenii-respubliki-yuzhnaya-osetiya-i-rossijskoj-federacii/
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/cv-Managing%20Director%20for%20CSDP%20and%20CR.pdf
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/eeas-high-representative-josep-borrell-announces-senior-appointments-3_en
https://europeangreens.eu/sites/europeangreens.eu/files/1.%20Adopted%20-%20Stop%20Russias%20war%20of%20aggression%20against%20Ukraine_0.pdf
https://civil.ge/archives/495107
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On June 9, Georgian President Salome Zurabishvili met with European Council President Charles Michel 

in Brussels. 

No press releases or readouts about the meeting were immediately available from either sides. 

The meeting coincides with the European Parliament’s passing of a critical resolution on “Violations of 

media freedom and safety of journalists in Georgia,” that fell just short of calling for EU candidate status 

for Georgia (EU Council TV News, June 9, 2022). 

13. Georgia Gets ‘Last Wake-Up Call’ from European Parliament 

On June 8, The European Parliament heard arguments for a resolution titled “Violations of media 

freedom and safety of journalists in Georgia” during the plenary session in Strasbourg on June 8. The 

Parliament is set to vote to on the resolution on June 9. 

The cross-party resolution was authored by MEPs Miriam Lexmann, Sven Mikser, Petras Auštrevičius, 

Markéta Gregorová, Anna Fotyga, and Miguel Urbán Crespo. MEPs Andrius Kubilius (EPP, LT), Marina 

Kaljurand (S&D, EE), Karin Karlsbro (Renew, SE), Viola von Cramon-Taubadel (Greens, DE), Joachim Kuhs 

(ID, DE), Ryszard Czarnecki (ECR, PL), Peter Pollak (EPP, SK), and Andrea Cozzolino (S&D, IT) also 

addressed the session during arguments for the resolution. 

MEP Miriam Lexmann (EPP, SK) opened the discussion by stressing that as a nation with aspirations for 

EU candidacy, “Georgia must adhere to the basic conditions including respect for human rights.” (Civil.ge, 

June 8, 2022) 

14. Parliament Foreign Affairs Committee Chair: granting EU candidate status to Associated 

Trio “very important geopolitical decision” 

On June 8, Nikoloz Samkharadze, the Georgian Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee Chair, on said 

granting the European Union member candidate status to the Associated Trio countries of Georgia, 

Ukraine and Moldova was not a “technical or bureaucratic” question but a “very important geopolitical 

decision”. 

The Parliament official noted the Georgian Government was still “hopeful” that both Georgia and “our 

friendly countries” would be granted EU membership candidate status (Agenda.ge, June 8, 2022). 

15. Over 90 operations in Georgia suspended on suspicion of sanctions circumvention  - 

Finance Minister 

On June 8, Finance Minister, Lasha Khutsishvili said more than 0 operations have been suspended by the 

Georgian customs service in the country on suspicion of violations of sanctions imposed by the 

international community against Russia due to its invasion of Ukraine. 

During an online discussion on Practical Analysis of Sanctions and Challenges of the Georgian Economy, 

organised by the Georgian-based non-governmental organisation Geocase and Georgian online media 

outlet Commersant, the official also noted partners of Georgia, as well as the countries from which the 

goods in question originated had been informed about each of the cases (Agenda.ge, June 8, 2022). 

16. EU Concerned Over Georgia’s Expanded Surveillance Law 

On June 8, EU Ambassador to Georgia Carl Hartzell has raised concerns about recent amendments to the 

Criminal Code of Georgia which increases the scope of crimes allowing for covert investigative actions 

and the duration of these actions. 

In the statement, Ambassador Hartzell said while there may be legitimate security grounds, the changes 

“significantly reduce Georgian citizens’ right to privacy.” 

“We take note of the fact that Georgia continues to introduce important legislative amendments through 

rushed Parliamentary processes, without the necessary domestic or international consultations and 

without properly analyzing their compliance with European standards,” he emphasized (europea.eu, June 

8, 2022). 

17. Unlike Moldova and Ukraine, Georgia Unfit for Instant EU Candidacy, EP Group Leaders 

Say 

On June 9, Political Group leaders in the European Parliament have strongly appealed to the Heads of 

State and Government of the EU Member States, that will convene on June 23-24 to decide on the 

https://twitter.com/EUCouncilTVNews/status/1534887023772848132?s=20&t=5mr9KoedZ5plpNypLOUa3A
https://civil.ge/archives/495208
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2177
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2172
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/delegations/georgia/remarks-ambassador-carl-hartzell-following-amendments-criminal-procedure-code_en?s=221
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applications of Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine, to grant candidate status to Ukraine and Moldova, in line 

with Article 49 of the Treaty on European Union and as the start to a merit-based process. 

But the appeal fell short of mentioning the same wording for Georgia, opting instead to call on the 

Member States “to work towards granting the same status to Georgia, fulfilling the legitimate aspirations 

of the Georgian people.” 

The European Union must show courage, resolve, and vision in today’s context of a brutal war of 

aggression against our European neighbor Ukraine and a deteriorating international environment, the 

missive noted. 

It said the European Union must be a reliable partner and “a credible geopolitical actor” that lives up to 

its principles and values by showing solidarity with those who stand up for the same ideals. 

The statement stressed that Ukrainians wish to live in a “free, democratic, and prosperous country that is 

a proud and committed member of the European family.” (Europa.eu, June 9, 2022) 

18. EP’s Georgia Press Freedom Resolution Calls for Ivanishvili Sanctions 

On June 9, The European Parliament adopted a resolution titled “Violations of media freedom and safety 

of journalists in Georgia,” which lambasted the Georgian Dream authorities over handling press freedom, 

fell just short of calling for EU candidate status for the country, and called for sanctions against Bidzina 

Ivanishvili, ex-PM and Georgian Dream founder. 

The resolution called on the Georgian authorities to resolutely uphold the highest standards of 

democracy, the rule of law, judicial independence, fair trials, and fundamental freedoms, including in the 

area of media freedom. 

It said Georgia’s leadership should “unambiguously demonstrate their political determination to actualize 

the ambitious European aspirations of the people of Georgia, as witnessed by the country’s application 

for EU membership.” 

The Parliament said, “the legitimate aspirations of the people of Georgia deserve to be fulfilled and 

therefore calls for the EU institutions to work towards granting EU candidate status to Georgia, in line 

with Article 49 of the Treaty on European Union, on the basis of merit and on the condition that the 

Georgian authorities fulfil all criteria.”  

In the resolution, the European Parliament expresses its concern over “the destructive role played by the 

sole oligarch, Bidzina Ivanishvili, in Georgia’s politics and economy, and the level of control he exerts over 

the government and its decisions, including those on the politically motivated persecution of journalists 

and political opponents.” 

The Parliament said it is “deeply worried by Ivanishvili’s exposed personal and business links to the 

Kremlin, which determine the position of the current Government of Georgia towards sanctions on 

Russia.” 

It then called on the Council and “democratic partners to consider imposing personal sanctions on 

Ivanishvili for his role in the deterioration of the political process in Georgia.”  (Europa.eu, June 9, 2022) 

19. GD Chief Says European Parliament Resolution ‘Not Worth a Dime’ 

On June 9, Ruling Georgian Dream party chief, MP Irakli Kobakhidze has downplayed the European 

Parliament’s resolution regarding violations of press freedom in Georgia passed earlier today, which also 

called for sanctions against Georgian Dream founder and ex-PM Bidzina Ivanishvili. 

The document has “nothing in common with European values and this sort of resolution, I’ll say it directly, 

is not worth a dime,” MP Kobakhidze asserted. 

In his words, the resolution can be seen as a kind of hint that, unlike Ukraine and Moldova, Georgia may 

not be granted EU candidate status. “This will be a completely illogical and unjust decision, to which all 

people interested in peace, the rule of law, and economic progress in Georgia will have their reaction.” 

“We hope that when Georgia, Ukraine, and Moldova become members of the European Union, we will 

have a different European Parliament — a European Parliament immune from the influence of “fake” and 

a defender of true European values.” (Civil.ge, June 9, 2022). 

20.  Georgian Foreign Minister Visits Netherlands 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220608IPR32523/ep-groups-leaders-statement-in-view-of-23-24-june-european-council
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220531IPR31809/human-rights-breaches-in-china-nicaragua-and-georgia
https://civil.ge/archives/495293
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On June 9, Georgian Foreign Minister Ilia Darchiashvili is on a working visit to the Netherlands, where 

he held a meeting with his Dutch counterpart Wopke Hoekstra. 

The two top diplomats discussed Russia’s war in Ukraine and the security environment in the wider region, 

Tbilisi’s support to Kyiv in times of war as well as Georgia’s European and Euro-Atlantic integration, as 

noted by Georgia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Darchiashvili’s twitter, June 9, 2022). 

21. Opposition Politicians React to European Parliament Resolution 

On June 10, Opposition politicians in Georgia have reacted to the European Parliament’s resolution on 

press freedom violations in Georgia, which slammed the Georgian Dream authorities over their media 

handling, fell short of recommending EU candidacy for Georgia, and urged sanctions against ex-PM and 

GD founder, Bidzina Ivanishvili. 

Nika Melia, the chairperson of the United National Movement, the largest opposition party, brought 

attention to the fact that “every political faction, including that of which Georgian Dream is a part [EPP]” 

agreed on the resolution and the current situation in Georgia. 

Giorgi Gakharia, For Georgia party chairperson and former Prime Minister, stated that the 

resolution’s main message is neither sanctioning Ivanishvili nor Saakashvili’s imprisonment, but that the 

biggest threat is that Georgia — the erstwhile leader in the Associated Trio — could get lesser status than 

Ukraine and Moldova when the EU decides on the three countries’ candidacies. 

Mamuka Khazaradze, “Lelo for Georgia” Chairperson, the debate “once again confirmed that the 

Georgian Dream has no friends in the European Union. It was a message, that the EU does not trust the 

Georgian Dream, but that they support the Georgian people. This is why I am certain we will have 

progress in this direction.” 

Giorgi Kandelaki, one of the leaders of European Georgia, said “on this road, on the path of the 

European Union and in general on the path to entry into the civilized world, the biggest obstacle for 

Georgia is our current government and the steps that it has taken.” (Civil.ge, June 10, 2022) 

22. Dignity Above EU Candidacy, GD MP says 

On June 10, one of GD MPs, Dimitri Khundadze talked about conditions of getting EU candidacy status. 

“If Georgia receives the status of a candidate with the same unjust obligations as the unjust accusations 

reflected in the resolution, then the country should refuse in response.” 

“Despite knowing about the anti-state work of the Georgian opposition in Europe, yesterday’s EP 

resolution crossed all lines,” the lawmaker went on, adding that the document was “an open insult to the 

Georgian people.” 

Dimitri Khundadze is known for several controversial statements and decisions. After June 20, 2019 crisis 

or so called Gavrilov’s night, Bidzina Ivanishvili promised to amend election system and hold fully 

proportional parliamentary elections with the zero threshold but during discussions group of 

Majoritarians with the leadership of Khundadze have failed the amendments (Civil.ge, June 10, 2022). 
23. Civil Society set to hold rally in support of EU 

On June 20, representatives of civil society such as Shame Movement and Talgha will hold a rally 

supporting integration of Georgia to EU with. the name #HomeToEU. 

Representatives of the civil society, the Ukrainian government and the European Union will address the 

rally on June 20. 

At 21:00, demonstrators will march on to Europe Square, where the conclusive part of the event will be 

held. 

By June 13, 2900 facebook users expressed the interest towards the demonstration(Facebook link of the 

event, June 11, 2022). 

24. Garibashvili Menaces Pro-EU Rally 

On June 13 at the Governmental session, Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili vowed “no mercy” against 

any “illegal action” at the pro-Europe march planned on June 20 by Shame Movement, an activist 

group. 

https://twitter.com/iliadarch/status/1534883377039523841?s=20&t=Fw1EobkY4hfXITJnmsLWdQ
https://civil.ge/archives/495441
https://civil.ge/archives/495557
https://www.facebook.com/events/692049531879617/?ref=newsfeed
https://www.facebook.com/events/692049531879617/?ref=newsfeed
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“I want to warn everyone, so that nobody has any illusions – do not yield to this provocation, we won’t 

have any mercy on any illegal action, we the government will use the rights and the power(s) provided 

by the law to protect the peace of our citizens and the stability of our country.” 

Repeating the recent refrain of the ruling party, the PM said the upcoming rally is organized by the 

same forces that “could not manage to drag the country into [Russia-Ukraine] war.” 

He also denigrated the organizers as “the force that was killing, raping, torturing and treacherously 

handing out [Georgia’s] territories to the occupant country”, the litany of accusations usually leveled by 

the Georgian Dream against its predecessor, the United National Movement, and jailed ex-President 

Mikheil Saakashvili. 

The rally, titled “Going Home – to Europe” coincides with the anniversary of the crackdown against 

journalists and civil rights activists (Civil.ge, June 13, 2022). 

25. President Says Gov’t Makes Hard to Defend EU Candidacy 

On June 10, President Salome Zourabichvili has decried the Georgian authorities’ reaction to the 

European Parliament’s critical resolution, saying it prevents her from “effectively” defending the 

country’s cause for securing EU candidacy. 

“Unfortunately, such a resolution was approved [by the European parliament] and even more 

unfortunately this resolution was greeted with such comments from the Georgian ruling team, that do 

not allow me to effectively defend our [EU] candidacy,” the President said in her address from Brussels 

(President’s Facebook, June 10, 2022)). 

26. Georgian PM says Gov’t signed “all official requests” from President for foreign visits 

On June 11, Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili rejected claims by President Salome 

Zourabichvili that she had been denied approval for her foreign visits for meeting the country’s 

partners by saying “all official requests” for the President’s visits had been approved by the 

Government. 

In the latest development in a controversy between the Government and the President over the latter’s 

international visits and the question of approvals of ambassadors of Georgia, Garibashvili said all requests 

for visits by Zourabichvili’s office, made “over the last few weeks”, had been signed (Agenda.ge, June 11, 

2022). 

27. PM to ‘Say Everything’ if EU Decides ‘Unfairly’ on Georgian Candidacy 

On June 11, Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili has vowed to “lift the curtain on everything and tell 

everything to our people” if the EU decision on Georgia’s candidate status will be “unfair” and 

“offensive to our country and people.” 

“[The Candidate] status is important, but we will wait until June 23-24 to understand the attitude that 

our true European friends actually have towards our people and country. We are a self-respecting 

nation, we are one of the oldest civilizations in the world, with an ancient culture and very cool, proud 

people.” 

The Prime Ministers’ remarks came when he was inspecting the construction of the new sports palace in 

Tbilisi. The journalists asked him regarding the prospects of getting EU candidacy in the light of the 

European Parliament’s recent, critical resolution on press freedom in Georgia (Civil.ge, June 11, 2022). 

28. U.S. Deeply Concerned About Georgia’s Democratic Trajectory 

On June 10, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor Kara 

McDonald has said while visiting Tbilisi she carries a message from Washington of “deep concern about 

Georgia’s democratic trajectory.” 

In her remarks with Georgian reporters on June 10, McDonald also noted that she came to Georgia a 

message of deep U.S. commitment, deep U.S. investment in supporting Georgia’s democratic future 

and democratic aspirations. 

“These are aspirations that we believe represent the Euro-Atlantic agenda. They represent stability, peace 

and prosperity, and the road to these aspirations, is clear.” (ge.usembassy.gov, June 10, 2022) 

29. Special Investigation Service launches inquiry after leak of diplomats’ personal data 

https://civil.ge/archives/495865
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=722076435578237
https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2219
https://civil.ge/archives/495718
https://ge.usembassy.gov/deputy-assistant-secretary-for-democracy-human-rights-and-labor-kara-mcdonalds-remarks-to-media-at-parliament/
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On June 12, Georgia’s Special Investigation Service has launched an inquiry after physical copies of 

personal data of diplomatic corps were allegedly leaked outside official premises in Tbilisi, the state 

body announced. 

The Service said its investigation was following a media report, aired on Mtavari Arkhi TV channel, that 

said an employee of an accounting company had placed sensitive documents containing personal 

information of diplomatic corps accredited in Georgia outside the premises of the company and in a 

publicly accessible location. 

Information including phone numbers and bank transfers made by staff of diplomatic corps has been 

reported to have been in the documents. 

The Service announced its investigation would be carried out with an “accelerated timeframe” to identify 

circumstances of the case (Agenda.ge, June 12, 2022). 

30. Public Defender: Georgia's failure to carry out EU-prompted reforms is violation of 

Constitution 

On June 13, Georgian Public Defender responded to PM Garibashvili’s comment regarding the critical 

approach of European structures to the issue of granting Georgia the status of an EU candidate. 

“The government of Georgia violates the Constitution when it fails to fulfill its European Union 

obligations to carry out democratic reforms”, said Lomjaria (jam-news, June 13, 2022) 

31. IMEDI TV publishes controversial poll results 

On June 13, pro-governmental media outlet IMEDI TV published controversial results of the polls held by 

GORBI. The questions were formulated as follow:  

 Do you agree or not with the policy of Georgian dream not to engage in Russia-Ukraine War: 

Agree – 77.6%, Do not agree – 20.8%, Don’t know – 1.6%; 

 If the west demands from Georgia to engage in the war against Russia, what should be the 

position of the country? Do not engage – 83.6%, Engage – 11.5%, 4..9% don’t know. 

 Who is the most interested to open second front with Russia through Georgia? 28.5% - UNM, 

Russia – 12.4%, USA – 12.4%, Ukrainian Government – 8.6%, Georgian Government 2.1%l EU 

1.2%, Nobody – 12.6% 

Public opinion poll was held with the request of IMEDI TV during June 2-7, 2022 throughout Georgia, 

utilizing phone calls. In the framework of the project 1001 respondents have been asked the questions 

and the margin of error is +/- 3 percent (IMEDI TV, June 13, 2022). 

32. Politico: ‘Jury Still Out’ on Georgia’s EU Candidacy 

On June 14, Politico Europe reported, referring to leaks from the orientation debate among 

commissioners, that the European Commission’s upcoming opinions is expected to recommend 

granting Ukraine official EU candidate status, while Moldova is likely to get status with conditions. The 

report said no agreement is reached on Georgia. 

“It is also increasingly likely that Moldova could be given the green light (with conditions). But the jury 

is still out on Georgia,” Politico’s daily newsletter Brussels Playbook noted. 

In a separate article, Politico Europe cited several officials familiar with the matter that “commissioners 

were generally supportive of Moldova, where a staunchly pro-EU government is now in place, but that 

they were less confident about Georgia, which has suffered from pervasive political turmoil and notable 

democratic backsliding in recent years.” (Politico.eu, June 14, 2022) 

33. President calls on everyone to gather on Rike on June 16 to show Europe unity 

On June 14, President Zourabichvili addressed Georgian society during her briefing and offered to unite 

over the idea of Georgia’s EU integration on June 16 at Europe Square instead of June 20 in front of the 

Parliament. 

"What should we do at this crucial moment and what do I offer? First of all, what I have been offering 

from day one is unity. We have no other choice. I offer you to gather on Rike from Europe Square on 

June 16, all of us, to see each other and to show Europe ourselves, our unity, our will. There will be a 

society and population standing together, where everyone will be ordinary citizens. I, you and members 

https://agenda.ge/en/news/2022/2226
https://jam-news.net/ombusdman-georgias-failure-to-carry-out-eu-prompted-reforms-is-violation-of-constitution/
https://imedinews.ge/ge/politika/253365/gorbi-respondentta-836-atskhadebs-rom-tu-dasavleti-mostkhovs-saqartvelos-rusetis-tsinaagmdeg-omshi-chabmas-saqartvelo-omshi-ar-unda-chaebas
https://www.politico.eu/newsletter/brussels-playbook/eu-ready-for-new-members-brexit-bust-up-beaunes-battle/?fbclid=IwAR1MJQL8tqwC29am2PMMxahOnwG8HSJs3A--ADMpAQ7Sl7WJxjCosnDnNHc
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of any political party, or government officials, everyone will come as ordinary citizens. There will be no 

speeches, no posters, no statements. If anyone can sing, they can sing. We will just stand to show that 

we want Europe for our children, for our future generation," said Salome Zurabishvili. 

"We will all gather in Europe Square on June 16, at 7:00 pm, for one hour, no more is needed and you 

will not be bothered. I want to call on the EU Ambassador and also the ambassadors of the EU member 

states to join us. We ask all parties and authorities, all those who want Europe, to come and put aside all 

other slogans and all other controversies, to stand together without microphones. I appeal to the law 

enforcers to take all security measures to rule out incidents," added Zourabichvili (President.ge, June 14, 

2022). 

34. Maria Zakharova says Lugar Center's activities raise serious questions 

On June 12, Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova spoke of Moscow's fears about 

US activities in the post-Soviet space and demanded a response from Washington on military-

biological activity. 

Asked if any former Soviet Union was known for its biological work, Zakharova said they had repeatedly 

focused on the Lugar Center in Georgia. 

"Russian officials, including the Foreign Ministry and the Ministry of Defence, public figures, as well as 

Georgian experts and civil society representatives, have repeatedly indicated that the Lugar Center's 

activities raise serious questions about US compliance with its obligations under the Biological and 

Toxin Weapons Convention," Zakharova said. 

According to her, on the basis of this bio-facility, researches are being conducted using insects as 

particularly dangerous biological agents and spreaders of infections (ipn.ge, June 12, 2022). 

35. CoE Keeps Urging Russia to Pay Georgian Deportation Victims 

On June 14, Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers has said it will continue to supervise the 

execution of judgments, including that of Georgia v. Russia (I), underlining that Russia is required to 

implement them despite quitting as the CoE member. 

In the interim resolution, adopted on June 10, firmly reiterated its insistence on Russia’s unconditional 

obligation to pay the just satisfaction awarded by the Court to 1,500 Georgian nationals (Civil.ge, June 

14, 2022). 

36. CoE Decision on Georgia v. Russia (II) Ruling Execution 

On June 14, In its decision on the execution of the Georgia v. Russia (II) judgment, the Committee of 

Ministers of the Council of Europe has recalled that despite quitting the CoE, Russia is required to 

implement the ruling. 

At the meeting held on June 8-10, the CoE Deputy Ministers urged the Russian authorities to “thoroughly, 

independently, effectively and promptly investigate the serious crimes committed during the active phase 

of hostilities as well as during the period of occupation, so as to identify all those responsible for the 

purposes of bringing the perpetrators to justice.” (Civil.ge, June 14, 2022) 

 Georgian Officials meetings with International Partners During May 25-June 1 

Georgian official Location Occasion Date 

President 

Zourabichvili 

Italy President Zourabichvili concluded visit to Italy with  meeting Italian 

Prime Minister Mario Draghi, as well as President of the Senate 

Elisabetta Casellati, 

June 8 

President 

Zourabichvili 

Belgium President Zourabichvili held a meeting with European Council 

President Charles Michel in Brussels. 

June 9 

FM Ilia Darchiashvili Netherlands FM Darchiashvili held a meeting with his Dutch counterpart Wopke 

Hoekstra. 

June 9 

U.S. Deputy Assistant 

Secretary   Kara 

McDonald 

Georgia U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary for the Bureau of Democracy, Human 

Rights, and Labor, Kara McDonald met  with government officials, 

opposition politicians, civil society, and media. 

June 13 

https://president.ge/index.php?m=206&appeals_id=297
https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120309-maria-zakharova-says-lugar-centers-activities-raise-serious-questions
https://civil.ge/archives/496073
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